2018 WEST COAST DOWSING CONFERENCE

• ADVANCED APPLICATION DOWSING SCHOOLS
For those who have completed Beginning Dowsing School. For fees, see Registration form.

TWO Full-Day Schools: Friday, June 29th, 9:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

All-day Schools

SUSAN COLLINS

Get Healthy with Dowsing

Wouldn’t it be great if we had crystal balls and could into see the future? Dowsing can help you make the right
choices now by determining future probabilities and outcomes. There are no guarantees of course, but we can
look at possible future outcomes based on dowsing the benefits of choices we make and the actions we take today.
Susan will share her Dowsing Protocols as well as techniques and tips to help you step into your power to enhance
your health and prosperity, help yourself, your community, the planet and beyond. By the end of the workshop,
you’ll be able to find and remediate the source of symptoms, balance your chakras, determine which foods and
supplements support your health, and be able to transform the energies of water, foods and remedies. You’ll
know how to maximize beneficial energies to create and maintain psychic protection and to remedy geopathic and
geopsychic stresses in your home. You’ll be able to safely identify and free yourself from emotionally traumatic
memories. You’ll be able to repair and integrate aspects of your original Soul/Self and remove non-beneficial
psychic cords. Handouts will be provided, and you can borrow all the tools you need for the day.

RICHARD FEATHER ANDERSON Tree & House Plant Wizarding: Devic Communication,
								
Energy Transfusions, French Coils and More

Develop your innate ability to sense the subtle life force in everything around you, communicate with the
consciousness of trees and house plants, and channel vital life energy. Feather will share his step-by-step process
to commune with Nature Spirits, so you can hear what they want and need, and create a cooperative relationship.
Apply the core practices of shamanic geomancy to find the best spots for new plants, reduce transplanting shock,
and remove trees without causing trauma. Learn a device-less dowsing technique to sense energy fields directly
with your hands, to “see” the shape of tree auras and thereby evaluate a tree’s health. Learn how to give ailing
trees a Cosmic Qi Infusion with the “French Coil” earth acupuncture technique, or the simpler “Copper Helix,”
and augment it with Devic cooperation, energy channeling and sound healing. Come expand your concept of
what can be accomplished with dowsing, focused intention, energy channeling, and a love of the Earth.

TWO Half-Day Schools: Friday, June 29th

Half-day Schools

ALAN HANDELSMAN
9:15 a.m. to 12:15

Dowsing for Physical and Emotional Well-Being

You work hard to maintain your health. The good news is that there is something you can do for your health
that is less strenuous than working out, safer than medications, cheaper than supplements, quicker than doctor
visits, more interesting than eating well, and easier to spell than mindfulness. It’s dowsing! In this school you
will learn simple yet powerful methods to take care of yourself, and make everything else you are doing more
effective. You will also learn how to dowse even when you don’t have the tools with you. Deviceless dowsing
makes it easier to use all of your dowsing skills more often, more conveniently, and — when needed — without
anyone else watching you dowse.

ADHÍ TWO OWLS
1:30 p.m. to 4:30

Rods, Pendulums and Pixels: Dowsing Comes of Age in the Cyberspace Era

In this half-day workshop, participants will learn how to bring the magic of dowsing to the technologies of the
day. It was Darwin who pointed out that those species who survive changes in their environments are those who
are able to adapt and cooperate with others for mutual benefit. We are at a time in the evolution of dowsing and
computer technologies that an alliance with both is necessary and is the beginning of a deeper, more holistic way
to make the world a better place. Join Dr. Adhí Two Owls as she shares with you some of the newest ways to use
your dowsing skills with smartphones, wifi, radio waves, and other computer devices. Bring your dowsing tools,
your cellphones, tablets and smart phones and see what you can learn to do for personal and environmental
health and well-being.

Mark your choice for School and Workshop on the Registration form.

Biographical material on the Workshop presenters and Advanced Application School teachers is available on
our website. In addition, you will find all the material in this mailing and a list of Conference speakers and topics.
For the most current information, go to www.dowserswestcoast.org
This is not a UCSC-sponsored event.

